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My Autobiographical Poem
5F Li Cheuk Lam
Hi! My name is Alanis.
Tall, polite, thin and good to smell.
Jessie and Allen are my mum and dad.
I love dogs and cats. I also love my parents.
I feel tired but great and excited.
I like riding on a roller coaster, running in
a race and playing with my family.

5L Shao Yat Tung Doris
Hi! My name is Doris. You’re right. That’s
D-o-r-i-s, Doris!
Honest, hardworking and helpful! That’s
who I am!
I don’t have any brothers or sisters. My
mum is Gillian and my dad is Hugo.

I cannot live without my dolls, my comforter
to sleep in and some snacks at home.

I love my toy Shrek, my blanket and my chair!

Love is what I give to my parents.

I feel energetic, excited and cheerful all
the time.

I fear cockroaches, spiders and ghosts.

I enjoy riding my bike. It is really cool!

I like to see baby sharks and penguins.
I would like to have a hundred dollars.

I cannot live without my book, sofa and mum.

I enjoy sleeping, eating candy and singing.

I give my mum an angry face and my dad
an annoying face.

I like to wear my skirts, make up with my
eyeshadow and lipstick and wear
my grandma’s old high heels.

I fear my teacher’s red pen and my mum’s
smart phone. They are really scary!

I hope Covid-19 will go one day .

I would love to see the Great Barrier Reef
in Australia. That will be fantastic.

Li.

I am so happy when I am reading my book
and watching movies with my dad.
I like my headband, that is just black. I
think it is cool and energetic!
One day I will be a vet. Then I will be able
to see many cute animals all the time!
My surname is ‘Shao’ and I like it so much!
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An Article about My Teacher
Mr. Rayve Never Fails to Make
People Feel Better and Smile

6L Chan Nga Yiu Ellie
Mr. Rayve is my Creative Writing teacher. He has
dark hair and a sharp nose. Despite him having a mean
face, he actually has a kind heart for everyone inside.
For example, last night (on 19th September), a woman sitting
at a table next to Mr. Rayve at a restaurant had her bag slip off her
chair unintentionally. Mr. Rayve saw what happened and rushed over
immediately to pick up the bag and returned it to her, or else the bag
would have gone missing.
The woman said, ‘Thank you for your help. I would’ve lost my designer
handbag if you hadn’t picked up the bag immediately after it slipped off.
You are such a kind and generous person.’
Mr. Rayve is really wonderful, generous and outstanding. He never lets
people down.
I think all of us should learn from him. Let’s smile, bring happiness to
people and be a generous, kind-hearted person just like Mr. Rayve, shall
we?

Mr. Rayve Saved the Day!

6L Yuen Ysz Yuen Jerry
Mr. Rayve is my English Creative Writing teacher. He is
good at English writing and speaking.
One day, he saw someone who needed help.
‘When I was walking on a street, I saw a guy stole a
woman’s wallet and ran away. The woman chased the
robber but he was too fast. When the robber ran near me, I
stopped him by pulling him. The robber was caught and the
woman got back her wallet,’ He said.
Mr. Rayve is a helpful and brave person. He helped a lot
of people.
All of us should learn from
Mr. Rayve. Let`s help people
and do more good deeds!
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Alien Diplomacy!

6L Chan Nga Yiu Ellie
Dear Diary,
It has been a few months since the day when the aliens set foot on Earth. A few
days ago, the aliens announced that they would share some of their technology with
us and their gadgets would be sold to the public worldwide.
The gadgets they gave us are called ‘Magic Beanstalk’, ‘Memory Stick’ and ‘Autocooker’. Although the names for these tools are a bit childish, their power should not
be underestimated.
‘Magic Beanstalk’ is a beanstalk-shaped alien food, which can be eaten to make
your memory storage larger while ‘Memory Stick’ is a stick which can make you
remember things more correctly and accurately by just using the stick to lightly hit
your head around 3 times. ‘Auto-cooker’ is a tiny little machine, which can help you
produce a delicious and healthy meal instantly. It is suitable for people who are very
busy doing their work.
Humans have treated the aliens nicely ever since they arrived. So have the aliens.
I hope we can keep peace with the aliens and befriend them. Humans seem to cherish
these gadgets very much as if they were a blessing from gods. The aliens seem very
proud of their work. They look ahead to the day of peace between human and alien.

6L Lee Chin Yuet Joy
Dear Diary,
Aliens have landed in Hong Kong! I am the
first one who encountered them. I thought the
appearance of the aliens was very funny.
The aliens were kind. They wanted to share their
technology with us. They gave us a 'Super Robot'.
The Super Robot can walk, jump, fly, talk, write, fix
things... It even can think by itself!
The aliens told us how to use the robot. First,
we need to turn it on. Next, we need to say, 'Robot.'
Then, the robot will talk to you. If you say, 'Fly over
that tree!', It will think fast by itself and follow your
instruction. The aliens had advanced technology.
They were amazing!
I had put the robot at my home for three days. I
took it to my school since it was too big. It helped
the teacher to check our homework faster.
The aliens helped us a lot, so we shared our food
with them. They thought our food was better than
the food they ate on their planet.
The aliens have stayed in Hong Kong for one
month. We got along well. Finally, we thanked the
aliens for their gifts and they left .
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6L Ngan Eithan
Dear Diary,
After I got up in the morning, I learnt this news: there were people who spotted 300
UFOs in total. The United Nations was coping with the UFO arrival.
3 hours later, I turned on the TV. The Emergency Broadcast System announced,
‘This is the Emergency Broadcast System. Aliens are invading the Earth. Please seek
shelter immediately.’
Then we looked out of windows and saw the aliens were friendly. Everything was
normal (except there were friendly aliens). I talked with them and surprisingly, they
spoke English! (I’m shocked.)
I got onboard their comfortable, big UFO and guided them to the Ocean. We had
fun there. I taught them knowledge about different animals (e. g. pandas, penguins)
inside Ocean Park. We also played at the water park too.
They gave us a Shrink ‘n Grow ray gun (Shrink and Grow ray gun) and they told
us to use it wisely if we don’t want to create problems. They also gave us a pen-sized
thing. They told us it is a phone for communicating with them. It can project a screen
onto the wall.
We thanked them and they left the Earth. They sent us a message: we will come if
we are on holiday.
With the phone the aliens gave us, I tell them what happens every day.
Maybe someday they will visit again!

6L Yuen Ysz Yuen Jerry
Dear Diary,
One day, when I was walking on a busy street in
Hong Kong, I saw a thing flying in the sky quickly.
‘What was that?’ I thought. Curiously, I followed the
thing. Suddenly, the thing stopped in mid-air and was
going down. I stared at it closely and it seemed like a
UFO! The UFO landed slowly in a square. Many aliens
stepped out of the UFO. They had long faces and long
arms which look like tentacles. How scary! Some
people ran away screaming and the aliens said, ‘Calm
down! We come here for peace. We want to share our
technology with you. For example, we can help you
build spaceships!’
After that day, the news about aliens spread really
fast. All presidents from different countries met the
aliens. They signed agreements on securing universal
peace. The aliens helped to make a lot of technology
like spaceships and teleporters. I even made friends
with them. I took them to parks and restaurants.
Humans treat them kindly and we all had a great time. I
think aliens aren’t that scary at all!
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The Story of a
Water Drop

6L Chan Nga Yiu Ellie

6L Yuen Ysz Yuen Jerry

Once upon a time, there was a droplet
who was named Water Drop. The little
droplet always admired the clouds up in
the sky and wanted to be like them when it
grew up. Luckily for him, nature decided to
grant his wish. Since then, everything had
changed for Water Drop.

It was a hot sunny day. A drop called
Dropy was swimming in a river. Suddenly,
a man fetched him and his friends with
a bucket. ‘Oh no, we are trapped!’ He
thought. After a few hours, the shining sun
was making the water hotter and hotter.
And Dropy realized that he was not water
anymore. He was now vapour and rising
into the sky. ‘I am evaporating, wow! I can
finally escape.’ He shouted as he went
through a cloud. When he got out of it, he
realized he and his friends became a cloud
too. Just then, he felt that he was heavier
and ‘bam’, the cloud burst. He turned
back into a drop and fell down towards the
ground.

Water Drop woke up and realised that it
evaporated to join many different particles
in the air. After an hour, they were going up
the air and condensed into a cloud. Water
Drop was full of joy and was growing
bigger like the other clouds until something
was leaking underneath it. That’s how
precipitation starts. Raindrops were falling
down to land. ‘Oh no! I forgot to wear my
diapers!’ The droplet freaked out. It rushed
over a vast ocean to let the rain fall down
so that people wouldn’t get affected by its
urine. And that’s how the cycle is repeated
over and over again…
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‘This must be precipitation!’ He
thought. And then, he plopped back into a
river flowing to the sea.

A Poster for Promoting
Politeness in My School

6L Yuen Ysz Yuen Jerry

6L Lee Chin Yuet Joy
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A Message Home
5L Hung Ching Lam
To: Bill Oldwin
From: Warren
Subject: The New Planet’s Condition
How are you?
I have arrived on the planet. As
predicted, it is very similar to Earth. The
creatures agreed to share the planet
with us.
We have to respect the planet. We
have to be helpful and kind to them. We
have to share food with them.
We mustn’t kill them. We mustn’t
pollute and destroy the planet.
I hope to see you on the planet soon!

5L Leung Ching Hang
To: Head of NASA, Sir Senseed Fedway
From: Leung Ching Hang
Subject: News from Kamforliformna
Dear Sir Senseed Fedway,
I am safe now on Kamforliformna, the
new planet. It has a beautiful scenery,
and there are also some aliens.
To gain trust from them, we must
respect them. We should give them some
food because there’s flooding nearby.
We must not harm or kill the aliens
even if they look ugly. We must not take
over their home either, or they will attack
us.
Just try to give them presents like
food, and never fight with them. We
should be good people!
Best,
Leung Ching Hang
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5L Shao Yat Tung Doris
To: My fellows on Earth
From: Shao Yat Tung, Doris
Subject: A Message from Kaerlian
Dear my fellows on Earth,
I arrived on the new planet Kaerlian a few days ago. I am now safe here. The
aliens have already agreed to share their planet with us humans. But there are a
few rules:
Things we need to do:
1. We need to be friendly with them to show that we mean no harm;
2. We have to let the aliens gradually build up trust in us by respecting them;
3. We need to help them if they are helpless.
Things we mustn’t do:
1. We must not hurt or kill them;
2. We must not start war with the aliens just for more places to live in;
3. We must not disrespect them even if we disagree with their opinions.
These are all the rules we should pay attention to. I hope we will have a good
place to live in and will be good friends with the aliens.
Best,
Doris
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A Letter to Mr. and Mrs. Alien
6L Lee Chin Yuet Joy
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Alien,
Hi!
My name is Joy. I am one of the kids
on Earth. I always go to the park, so I can
tell you all the rules of the park.
In the park, we need to keep the
environment clean. For example, don't
drop litter, don't spit... We also don't go
cycling or roller-skating.
There are still more rules! Don't climb
trees, don't smoke, don't feed birds, don't
pick flowers, don't bring dogs in...
These are all the rules of the park. I
hope you will have fun at this Christmas!
Best,
Joy

6L Ngan Eithan
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Alien,
Hello, welcome to Earth. I will tell you
the rules of staying in the swimming pool.
First, you cannot run because you may
slip and fall down. Next, if you feel ill, you
should not go into the pool since people
cannot wear masks in it. You may spread
diseases and pollute it. In addition, you
should stay away from the slide so that
you will not get bumped by people sliding
down. At last, you should not wee or
poop. Otherwise you will cause panic in
the pool, unless you like chaos.
And I can guide you to a swimming
pool.
Please write back.
Cheers,
Your Earth friend
Eithan
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6L Yuen Ysz Yuen Jerry
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Alien,
I heard that you are going to visit
Earth but you don’t know the rules. Let
me tell you the rules of the library.
First, you shouldn’t talk loudly when
people are reading. Second, you cannot
eat or drink in the library because of the
hygiene problems. Third, don’t litter or
spit on the ground in the library because
that’s impolite to do so. Also, you need to
wear masks anywhere outside.
Please follow these rules and have a
good holiday!
Best wishes,
Jerry

A Letter to Simon
5L Leung Ching Hang
Dear Simon,
I have already learnt that you lied to
the villagers about a wolf attacking us.
Lying is very bad. It hurts you and other
people.
I lied to my mum once. I told her that I
finished my homework, but in fact I didn’t
finish it. Later when my mum knew the
truth, both of us were very upset.
Did you say sorry? And don’t tell lies
anymore!
With love,
Elizabeth Leung
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An Acrostic Poem about Respect
6H Shum Ming Yu Marcus
Respect people when they talk to you

6L Chung Him Yau Illy

Entertain people when they need help

Respond to people when they talk to you

Say ‘thank you’

Ears need to listen

Protect people in need

Speak politely

Everyone needs to be kind

Prepare to speak

Cannot be disrespectful

Explain your sentences when people
don't understand

Talk to people if they have any problems

Care for people in need

6L Chan Hoi Ying

Teach people when they don't know how
to do

Respond to people when they talk to you
Entertain people
Speak to people politely

6L Ngan Eithan
React to people when they talk to you

Pay attention to teachers

Entertain people when they are sad

Eat quietly

Say thank you when someone helps you

Come to school on time

Prove that you’ll not lie to people

Thank people who helped you

Everyone needs to be friendly
Care for others like they were your family
members
Then listen to everyone
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